Multi TV Connection
Multi TV or Parent Child connections can be availed only from New Super Family Pack onwards. In
case of new connection, except where Multi TV connection is not available under the offer in which
connection is being availed, Multi TV connection can be availed only by specifying the same at the
time of activation of the connection and by making additional payment of minimum Rs. 250/- towards
subscription of the child pack. The monthly subscription charges for the child connection may vary
from Rs. 225 to Rs. 250 depending on the nature of connection. Conversion of an existing connection
into Parent-Child connection shall be permitted only if the name and address of the subscriber is same
for both the parent and child connection. For Multi TV connection, the base pack of the child
connection has to be same as the parent connection. In case of an HD connection being availed as
Multi TV connection with an SD connection, the HD connection shall always be the parent connection.
In such a case, the SD connection will receive such pack which is being made available by the Company
as child connection pack along with the HD parent pack. Any Up-gradation of the child connection to
any higher pack than the base pack of the Multi TV connection shall result into automatic up-gradation
of the pack of the all the connections in the said higher pack. The account of all the connections under
the Multi TV connection shall be same. Therefore the billing for all the connections shall be done
simultaneously and any payment deposited in either of the parent or child connection shall be treated
accordingly. Subscription period would be reduced in case of deduction of any applicable charges
and on availing any additional paid services VAS, Add-on Pack(s) etc. Limited period offer. Scheme is
valid only in select cities. In case of SMS, premium SMS charges shall apply. Scheme and conditions
thereof can be changed at the sole discretion of the Company. Composition of the channels in the
packs and the rates thereof are subject to change.

